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This unique book combines a colourful history of Bolivian politics with some of the most advanced quantitative techniques yet developed for
socio-political risk analysis. This is the story of how a foreign-owned private sector mining company (Minera San Cristobal - MSC) earned,
lost, and regained its social licence to operate. Robert Boutilier and Ian Thomson, leading experts in stakeholder management theory and
practice, transform the concept of the SLO from a metaphor to a management tool. The book traces the development of new concepts and
measures in the field of stakeholder engagement while following the narrative of a community struggling with a fundamental change in its
identity from a declining, malnourished llama-herding village to one of the richest towns in Bolivia. This remarkable story will inspire
practitioners in the field of stakeholder management; it will provide an invaluable roadmap for professionals working on land re-use projects in
the energy, mining, and conservation sectors; it will make stakeholder relations concepts and techniques accessible to students through an
engaging and in-depth case study; and it will open your eyes to one of the most fascinating accounts of how two different cultures collided
and then came together to address different but aligned goals.
“Everything” sums up what must be considered for a properly documented property evaluation. Less than 30% of the projects that are
developed in the minerals industry yield the return on investment that was projected from the project feasibility studies. The tools described in
this handbook will greatly improve the probability of meeting your projections and minimizing project execution capital cost blowout that has
become so prevalent in this industry in recent years. Mineral Property Evaluation provides guidelines to follow in performing mineral property
feasibility and evaluation studies and due diligence, and in preparing proper documents for bankable presentations. It highlights the need for
a consistent, systematic methodology in performing evaluation and feasibility work. The objective of a feasibility and evaluation study should
be to assess the value of the undeveloped or developed mineral property and to convey these findings to the company that is considering
applying technical and physical changes to bring the property into production of a mineral product. The analysis needs to determine the net
present worth returned to the company for investing in these changes and to reach that decision point as early as possible and with the least
amount of money spent on the evaluation study. All resources are not reserves, nor are all minerals an ore. The successful conclusion of any
property evaluation depends on the development, work, and conclusions of the project team. The handbook has a diverse audience: •
Professionals in the minerals industry that perform mineral property evaluations. • Companies that have mineral properties and perform
mineral property feasibility studies and evaluations or are buying properties based on property evaluation. • Financial institutions, both
domestic and overseas, that finance or raise capital for the minerals industry. • Consulting firms and architectural and engineering contractors
that utilize mineral property feasibility studies and need standards to follow. • And probably the most important, the mining and geological
engineering students and geology and economic geology students that need to learn the standards that they should follow throughout their
careers.
The rapid revolution in modern industry has led to a significant increase in waste at the end of the product lifecycle. It is essential to close the
loop, secure resources, and join up the circular economy. This book provides a detailed review of extraction techniques for urban mining of
precious metals including gold, silver, and the platinum group. The merits and demerits of various extraction methods are highlighted, with
possible suggestions for improvements. The feasibility of hybrid extraction techniques, as well as the sustainability and environmental impact
of every process, is explored. Offers a comprehensive review of different techniques used in recycling technology for urban mining of
precious metals Describes the concept of urban mining and its correlation with circular economy Discusses feasibility of precious metal
extraction and urban mines scope and their potential Explains the subject in-context of sustainability while describing chemistry fundamentals
and industrial practices Provides technical flow sheets for urban mining of precious metals with diversity of lixiviant This book is aimed at
graduate students and researchers in extractive metallurgy, hydrometallurgy, chemical engineering, chemistry, and environmental
engineering.
Modern American Coal Mining: Methods and Applications covers a full range of coal mining and coal industry topics, with chapters written by
leading coal mining industry professionals and academicians. Highlights from the book include coal resources and distribution, mine design,
advances in strata control and power systems, improvements in surface mining, ventilation to reduce fires and explosions, drilling and
blasting, staffing requirement ratios, management and preplanning, and coal preparation and reclamation. The text is enhanced with 11 case
studies that are representative of underground and surface mines in the United States. Narrative descriptions and appropriate mine plans are
presented, with attention given to unique features and situations that are addressed through mine design and construction. A useful glossary
is included, as are many examples, figures, equations and tables, to make the text even more useful.
SME Mining Engineering Handbook, Third EditionSME
Before You Ever Put the First Shovel in the Ground—This Book Could Be the Difference Between a Successful Mining Operation and a Money
Pit Opening a successful new mine is a vastly complex undertaking entailing several years and millions to billions of dollars. In today’s world,
when environmental and labor policies, regulatory compliance, and impact on the community must be factored in, you cannot afford to make
a mistake. So the Society for Mining, Metallurgy & Exploration has created this road map for you. Written by two hands-on, in-the-trenches
mining project managers with decades of experience who bring some of the world’s most successful, profitable mines into operation on time,
within budget, and ethically, Project Management for Mining gives you step-by-step instructions in every process you are likely to encounter.
Beginning with a discussion of mining ethics and governance, this clearly written handbook walks you through all the project management
steps—defining the scope, performing prefeasibility and feasibility studies, gaining societal acceptance, minimizing the impact and risks,
creating workable schedules and budgets, setting in place the project execution plan, assembling the human resources, hiring the
contractors, and establishing project controls—and then on into the delivery of the engineering and design, construction, progress reviews, prelaunch commissioning, and ramping up for operation. Each chapter includes several useful aids such as figures, checklists, and flowcharts to
guide you through every step, from conception through successful opening.

Wills' Mineral Processing Technology provides practising engineers and students of mineral processing, metallurgy and mining
with a review of all of the common ore-processing techniques utilized in modern processing installations. Now in its Seventh
Edition, this renowned book is a standard reference for the mineral processing industry. Chapters deal with each of the major
processing techniques, and coverage includes the latest technical developments in the processing of increasingly complex
refractory ores, new equipment and process routes. This new edition has been prepared by the prestigious J K Minerals Research
Centre of Australia, which contributes its world-class expertise and ensures that this will continue to be the book of choice for
professionals and students in this field. This latest edition highlights the developments and the challenges facing the mineral
processor, particularly with regard to the environmental problems posed in improving the efficiency of the existing processes and
also in dealing with the waste created. The work is fully indexed and referenced. · The classic mineral processing text, revised and
updated by a prestigious new team · Provides a clear exposition of the principles and practice of mineral processing, with
examples taken from practice · Covers the latest technological developments and highlights the challenges facing the mineral
processor · New sections on environmental problems, improving the efficiency of existing processes and dealing with waste.
Due to their complexity and diversity, understanding the structure of textile fibres is of key importance. This authoritative twoPage 1/4
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volume collection provides a comprehensive review of the structure of an extensive range of textile fibres. Volume 2 begins by
reviewing natural fibres such as cellulosic, cotton, protein, wool and silk fibres. Part two considers regenerated cellulosic, protein,
alginate, chitin and chitosan fibres. The final part of the book discusses inorganic fibres such as glass, carbon and ceramic fibres
as well as specialist fibres such as thermally and chemically-resistant fibres, optical and hollow fibres. Chapters review how fibre
structure contributes to key mechanical properties. A companion volume reviews the structure of manufactured polymer fibres.
Edited by leading authorities on the subject and with a team of international authors, the two volumes of the Handbook of textile
fibre structure is an essential reference for textile technologists, fibre scientists, textile engineers and those in academia.
Discusses how fibre structure contributes to key mechanical properties Reviews natural fibres such as cellulosic, cotton and silk
fibres and considers various regenerated fibres Examines inorganic fibres including glass and carbon as well as specialist fibres
such as chemically-resistant and optical fibres
This third edition of the SME Mining Engineering Handbook reaffirms its international reputation as "the handbook of choice" for
today's practicing mining engineer. It distills the body of knowledge that characterizes mining engineering as a disciplinary field
and has subsequently helped to inspire and inform generations of mining professionals.Virtually all of the information is original
content, representing the latest information from more than 250 internationally recognized mining industry experts. Within the
handbook's 115 thought-provoking chapters are current topics relevant to today's mining professional: Analyzing how the mining
and minerals industry will develop over the medium and long term--why such changes are inevitable, what this will mean in terms
of challenges, and how they could be managed Explaining the mechanics associated with the multifaceted world of mine and
mineral economics, from the decisions associated with how best to finance a single piece of high-value equipment to the long-term
cash-flow issues associated with mine planning at a mature operation Describing the recent and ongoing technical initiatives and
engineering developments in relation to robotics, automation, acid rock drainage, block caving optimization, or process dewatering
methods Examining in detail the methods and equipment available to achieve efficient, predictable, and safe rock breaking,
whether employing a tunnel boring machine for development work, mineral extraction using a mobile miner, or cast blasting at a
surface coal operation Identifying the salient points that dictate which is the safest, most efficient, and most versatile extraction
method to employ, as well as describing in detail how each alternative is engineered Discussing the impacts that social and
environmental issues have on mining from the pre-exploration phase to end-of-mine issues and beyond, and how to manage these
two increasingly important factors to the benefit of both the mining companies and other stakeholders
This third edition of the SME Mining Engineering Handbook reaffirms its international reputation as "the handbook of choice" for
today's practicing mining engineer. It distills the body of knowledge that characterizes mining engineering as a disciplinary field
and has subsequently helped to inspire and inform generations of mining professionals. Virtually all of the information is original
content, representing the latest information from more than 250 internationally recognized mining industry experts. Within the
handbook's 115 thought-provoking chapters, in two volumes plus CD-ROM, are current topics relevant to today's mining
professional: Analyzing how the mining and minerals industry will develop over the medium and long term--why such changes are
inevitable, what this will mean in terms of challenges, and how they could be managed Explaining the mechanics associated with
the multifaceted world of mine and mineral economics, from the decisions associated with how best to finance a single piece of
high-value equipment to the long-term cash-flow issues associated with mine planning at a mature operation Describing the recent
and ongoing technical initiatives and engineering developments in relation to robotics, automation, acid rock drainage, block
caving optimization, or process dewatering methods Examining in detail the methods and equipment available to achieve efficient,
predictable, and safe rock breaking Identifying the salient points that dictate which is the safest, most efficient, and most versatile
extraction method to employ, as well as describing in detail how each alternative is engineered Discussing the impacts that social
and environmental issues have on mining from the pre-exploration phase to end-of-mine issues and beyond, and how to manage
these two increasingly important factors to the benefit of both the mining companies and other stakeholders
A practical field reference for mining and mineral engineers that is small enough to carry into the field. With its comprehensive
store of charts, graphs, tables, equations, and rules of thumb, this handbook is the essential technical reference for mobile mining
professionals.
This textbook sets the standard for university-level instruction of mining engineering principles. With a thoughtful balance of theory
and application, it gives students a practical working knowledge of the various concepts presented. Its utility extends beyond the
classroom as a valuable field reference for practicing engineers and those preparing for the Professional Engineers Exam in
Mining Engineering. This practical guidebook covers virtually all aspects of successful mine design and operations. It is an
excellent reference for engineering students who are studying mine design or who require guidance in assembling a mine-design
project, and industry professionals who require a comprehensive mine-design reference book. Topics include everything from
mine preplanning to ventilation to pumping, power, and hauling systems. The text presents widely accepted principles that
promote safe, efficient, and profitable mining operations. The book is an excellent text and self-study guide. Each chapter is
organized to demonstrate how to apply various equations to solve day-to-day operational challenges. In addition, each chapter
offers a series of practice problems with solutions.
Stability of underground excavations is of great importance to an operating mine because it ensures the safety of the working
people and operating equipment, and successful ore production. Due to the complex geological conditions and mine constructions,
and variability and uncertainty in estimating rock mass mechanical properties, the assessment of rock mass stability for an
underground mine is extremely challenging and difficult. Tackling of this difficult problem is not covered in detail in any of the
textbooks currently available in the rock mechanics literature. This monograph aims to cover this gap in the rock mechanics and
rock engineering field. This monograph provides detailed procedures for the stability assessment and support design for an
underground mine case study. It covers the background of the mine site including the monitored deformation data, the state-of-art
methodologies for the stability analysis of rock masses around underground excavations, performed laboratory tests, estimation of
the rock mass properties, a brief theory and background of the 3-D Distinct Element Code (3DEC), and numerical modeling of
underground rock mass stability including investigation of the effectiveness of rock supports. The monograph is an excellent
reference for the senior undergraduates, graduate students, researchers and practitioners who work in the Underground Rock
Mechanics and Rock Engineering area in the Mining Engineering, Civil Geotechnical Engineering and DEM (Distinct Element
Method) Numerical modeling.
This landmark publication distills the body of knowledge that characterizes mineral processing and extractive metallurgy as
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disciplinary fields. It will inspire and inform current and future generations of minerals and metallurgy professionals. Mineral
processing and extractive metallurgy are atypical disciplines, requiring a combination of knowledge, experience, and art. Investing
in this trove of valuable information is a must for all those involved in the industry—students, engineers, mill managers, and
operators. More than 192 internationally recognized experts have contributed to the handbook’s 128 thought-provoking chapters
that examine nearly every aspect of mineral processing and extractive metallurgy. This inclusive reference addresses the
magnitude of traditional industry topics and also addresses the new technologies and important cultural and social issues that are
important today. Contents Mineral Characterization and AnalysisManagement and ReportingComminutionClassification and
WashingTransport and StoragePhysical SeparationsFlotationSolid and Liquid
SeparationDisposalHydrometallurgyPyrometallurgyProcessing of Selected Metals, Minerals, and Materials
Handbook of Industrial Mixing will explain the difference and uses of a variety of mixers including gear mixers, top entry mixers,
side entry mixers, bottom entry mixers, on-line mixers, and submerged mixers The Handbook discusses the trade-offs among
various mixers, concentrating on which might be considered for a particular process. Handbook of Industrial Mixing explains
industrial mixers in a clear concise manner, and also: * Contains a CD-ROM with video clips showing different type of mixers in
action and a overview of their uses. * Gives practical insights by the top professional in the field. * Details applications in key
industries. * Provides the professional with information he did receive in school
Annotation Comprehensive reference examines all aspects of mineral processing from the handling of raw materials to separation
strategies to the remediation of waste products. Shows how developments in engrg., chemistry, computer science, and
environmental science contribute to the ultimate goal of producing minerals and metals economically from ores.
An essential, in-depth guide to mining investment analysis Written by a mining investment expert, The Mining Valuation Handbook:
Mining and Energy Valuation for Investors and Management is a useful resource. It's designed to be utilized by executives,
investors, and financial and mining analysts. The book guides those who need to assess the value and investment potential of
mining opportunities. The fourth edition text has been fully updated in its coverage of a broad scope of topics, such as feasibility
studies, commodity values, indicative capital and operating costs, valuation and pricing techniques, and exploration and expansion
effects.
Underground Mining Methods: Engineering Fundamentals and International Case Studies presents the latest principles and
techniques in use today. Reflecting the international and diverse nature of the industry, a series of mining case studies is
presented covering the commodity range from iron ore to diamonds extracted by operations located in all corners of the world.
Industry experts have contributed sections on General Mine Design Considerations; Room-and-Pillar Mining of Hard Rock/Soft
Rock; Longwall Mining of Hard Rock; Shrinkage Stoping; Sublevel Stoping; Cut-and-Fill Mining; Sublevel Caving; Panel Caving;
Foundations for Design; and Underground Mining Looks to the Future.
Throughout the mining and processing of minerals, the mined ore undergoes a number of crushing, grinding, cleaning, drying, and product
sizing operations as it is processed into a marketable commodity. These operations are highly mechanized, and both individually and
collectively these processes can generate large amounts of dust. If control technologies are inadequate, hazardous levels of respirable dust
may be liberated into the work environment, potentially exposing workers. Accordingly, federal regulations are in place to limit the respirable
dust exposure of mine workers. Engineering controls are implemented in mining operations in an effort to reduce dust generation and limit
worker exposure.
This 800+ page book contains a wealth of information for mining students and industry professionals. It consists of selected material from the
out-of-print industry standard, Underground Mining Methods Handbook. More than 40 chapters covering such underground mining topics as
sampling, planning, reserve analysis, cost calculations, various methods of support, block and panel caving, and sublevel caving make up
this comprehensive text. Numerous tables and figures enhance the extensive material found in each chapter. An excellent teaching tool and
source book, Techniques in Underground Mining is a must for any mining student or engineer.
This revised edition presents an engineering design approach to ventilation and air conditioning as part of the comprehensive environmental
control of the mine atmosphere. It provides an in-depth look, for practitioners who design and operate mines, into the health and safety
aspects of environmental conditions in the underground workplace.
From its origins in the malachite mines of ancient Egypt, mining has grown to become a global industry which employs many hundreds of
thousands of people. Today, the mining industry makes use of various types of complex and sophisticated equipment, for which reliability,
maintainability and safety has become an important issue. Mining Equipment Reliability, Maintainability and Safety is the first book to cover
these three topics in a single volume. Mining Equipment Reliability, Maintainability and Safety will be useful to a range of individuals from
administrators and engineering professionals working in the mining industry to students, researchers and instructors in mining engineering, as
well as design engineers and safety professionals. All topics covered in the book are treated in such a manner that the reader requires no
previous knowledge to understand the contents. Examples, solutions and test problems are also included to aid reader comprehension.
The go-to resource for professionals in the mining industry. The SME Mining Reference Handbook was the first concise reference published
in the mining field and it quickly became the industry standard. It sits on almost every mining engineer’s desk or bookshelf with worn pages,
tabs to find most used equations, and personal notes. It has been the unequaled single reference and the first source of information for
countless engineers. This second edition of the SME Mining Reference Handbook builds on that success. With an enhanced presentation,
new and updated information is represented in a concise, well-organized guide of important data for everyday use by engineers and other
professionals engaged in mining, exploration, mineral processing, and environmental compliance and reclamation. With its exhaustive trove
of charts, graphs, tables, equations, and guidelines, the handbook is the essential technical reference for mobile mining professionals. With
its exhaustive trove of charts, graphs, tables, equations, and guidelines, the handbook is the essential technical reference for mobile mining
professionals.
Mining haul roads are a critical component of surface mining infrastructure and the performance of these roads has a direct impact on
operational efficiency, costs and safety. A significant proportion of a mine’s cost is associated with material haulage and well-designed and
managed roads contribute directly to reductions in cycle times, fuel burn, tyre costs and overall cost per tonne hauled and critically, underpin
a safe transport system. The first comprehensive treatise on mining haul road design, construction, operation and management, Mining Haul
Roads – Theory and Practice presents an authoritative compendium of worldwide experience and state-of-the-art practices developed and
applied over the last 25 years by the three authors, over three continents and many of the world’s leading surface mining operations. In this
book, the authors: Introduce the four design components of an integrated design methodology for mining haul roads – geometric (including
drainage), structural, functional and maintenance management Illustrate how mine planning constraints inform road design requirements
Develop the analytical framework for each of the design components from their theoretical basis, and using typical mine-site applications,
illustrate how site-specific design guidelines are developed, together with their practical implementation Summarise the key road safety and
geometric design considerations specific to mining haul roads Specify the mechanistic structural design approach unique to ultra-heavy wheel
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loading associated with OTR mine trucks Describe the selection, application and management of the road wearing course material, together
with its rehabilitation, including the use of palliatives Develop road and operating cost models for estimating total road-user costs, based on
road rolling resistance measurement and modelling techniques Illustrate the approach of costing a mining road construction project based on
the design methodologies previously introduced List and describe future trends in mine haulage system development, how mining haul road
design will evolve to meet these new system challenges and how the increasing availability of data is used to manage road performance and
ultimately provide 24x7 trafficability. Mining Haul Roads – Theory and Practice is a complete practical reference for mining operations,
contractors and mine planners alike, as well as civil engineering practitioners and consulting engineers. It will also be invaluable in other fields
of transportation infrastructure provision and for those seeking to learn and apply the state-of-the-art in mining haul roads. “This book is the
most definitive treatise on mining haul roads ever written [...] There has never been a text that addresses the many facets of mining haul
roads on such a scope [...]” From the Foreword by Jim Humphrey, Professional Engineer, Autonomous haulage systems developer and
Distinguished Member of the Society of Mining, Metallurgy and Exploration.

A compilation of engaging and insightful papers from the prestigious 2009 Plant Design Symposium, the volume is a sequel to
Mineral Processing Plant Design, Practice, and Control, an industry standard published in 2002. Both books are indispensable
texts for university-level instruction, as well as valuable guides for operators considering new construction, plant renovation, or
expansion. You'll learn the role of innovation, how to finance and conduct feasibility studies, and how to reduce your plant's carbon
footprint.
An introductory text and reference on mining engineering highlighting the latest in mining technology Introductory Mining
Engineering outlines the role of the mining engineer throughout the life of a mine, including prospecting for the deposit,
determining the site's value, developing the mine, extracting the mineral values, and reclaiming the land afterward. This Second
Edition is written with a focus on sustainability-managing land to meet the economic and environmental needs of the present while
enhancing its ability to also meet the needs of future generations. Coverage includes aboveground and underground methods of
mining for a wide range of substances, including metals, nonmetals, and fuels. Completely up to date, this book presents the latest
information on such technologies as remote sensing, GPS, geophysical surveying, and mineral deposit evaluation, as well as
continuous integrated mining operations and autonomous trucks. Also included is new information on landscape restoration,
regional planning, wetlands protection, subsidence mitigation, and much more. New chapters include coverage of: * Environmental
responsibilities * Regulations * Health and safety issues Generously supplemented with more than 200 photographs, drawings,
and tables, Introductory Mining Engineering, Second Edition is an indispensable book for mining engineering students and a
comprehensive reference for professionals.
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